Charles Patterson, the founder and CEO of Exec Security TSCM, has been a professional in the field of corporate security since 1978. Exec Security TSCM specializes in technical surveillance countermeasures (TSCM), providing electronic privacy sweeps for businesses and corporations. Uncovering eavesdropping threats requires highly trained and well-equipped personnel. It involves understanding the vulnerabilities and performing sophisticated electronic tests as well as a thorough physical inspection of the target area.

New and emerging technologies appear regularly. We keep up to date with training and equipment to enhance our ability to counter technical surveillance threats.
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Information Protection

Electronic surveillance devices can be easily obtained yet difficult to detect, making them very dangerous to your business.

Unauthorized audio and video surveillance is a threat that all businesses must address. Exposure of confidential information or private discussions can lead to significant financial loss and serious legal problems.

Be Proactive

Add surveillance countermeasures to your security program. Contact us for a consultation or with any questions you may have.

Exec Security TSCM is dedicated to providing discreet and professional services. All security matters are highly confidential. Our standards of honesty and ethics are unsurpassed.

Vulnerabilities exist wherever information is exchanged. Best practices include regularly scheduled sweeps of critical offices as well as areas such as residences, vehicles, conference facilities, and any location where confidential communication takes place.

Areas of Concern

All corporate activities are at risk from the threat of eavesdropping and surveillance. Areas that often require sweeps include:

- Research and development
- Human resources
- Financial offices
- Executive activities
- Board meetings
- Internal politics
- Legal department
- Acquisitions and mergers
- Insider threat concerns
- All major business decisions

Contact us to learn how TSCM will help protect your confidential information.

www.ExecSecurity.com • info@execsecurity.com • 914-819-5400 • 800-337-2001